Non-Fiction Titles Being Published in April 2024

60 Days to a Greener Life: Ease Eco-Anxiety Through Joyful Daily Action by Heather White
Along Different Lines: 70 Real Life Railway Stories by Geoff Body
Before It's Gone: Stories from the Front Lines of Climate Change in Small-Town America by Jonathan Vigliotti
Bird-Friendly Gardening: Guidance and Projects for Supporting Birds in Your Landscape by Jen McGuinness
City Limits: Infrastructure, Inequality, and the Future of America's Highways by Megan Kimble
Clean Economy Now: Stories from the Frontlines of an American Business Revolution by Bob Keefe
Co-Intelligence: Living and Working with AI by Ethan Mollick
Dare to Say No: Policing and the War on Drugs in Schools by Max Felker-Kantor
Garden Wonderland: Create Life-Changing Outdoor Spaces for Beauty, Harvest, Meaning, and Joy by Leslie Bennett
Gut: An Owner's Guide by Austin Chiang
House Rules: How to Decorate for Every Home, Style, and Budget by Myquillyn Smith
Indulge: Delicious and Decadent Dishes to Enjoy and Share by Valerie Bertinelli
Joy Is the Justice We Give Ourselves by J. Drew Lanham
Like Love: Essays and Conversations by Maggie Nelson
Mechanic Shop Femme's Guide to Car Ownership: Uncomplicating Cars for All of Us by Chaya M. Milchtein
Music and Mind: Harnessing the Arts for Health and Wellness by Renée Fleming
Our Kindred Creatures: How Americans Came to Feel the Way They Do about Animals by Bill Wasik
Plantyou: Scrapy Cooking: 140+ Plant-Based Zero-Waste Recipes That Are Good for You, Your Wallet, and the Planet by Carleigh Bodrug
Red Helicopter--A Parable for Our Times: Lead Change with Kindness (Plus a Little Math) by James Rhee
Releasing the Mother Load: How to Carry Less and Enjoy Motherhood More by Erica Djossa
Secret Mind of Bertha Pappenheim: The Woman Who Invented Freud's Talking Cure by Gabriel Brownstein
Slow Burn: The Hidden Costs of a Warming World by Robert Jisung Park
Still as Bright: An Illuminating History of the Moon, from Antiquity to Tomorrow by Christopher Cokinos
Swamp Kings: The Story of the Murdaugh Family of South Carolina and a Century of Backwoods Power by Jason Ryan
Thoughtful Cooking: Recipes Rooted in the New South by William Stark Dissen
Truth Is the Arrow, Mercy Is the Bow: A DIY Manual for the Construction of Stories by Steve Almond
Up in Arms: How Military Aid Stabilizes--And Destabilizes--Foreign Autocrats by Adam E. Casey
Weight of Nature: How a Changing Climate Changes Our Brains by Clayton Page Aldern
Your Child Is Not Broken: Parent Your Neurodivergent Child Without Losing Your Marbles by Heidi Mavir
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Lifestyle & Behavior Titles Coming in April 2024

All That Happiness Is: Some Words on What Matters by Adam Gopnik
Field Guide to the Apocalypse: A Mostly Serious Guide to Surviving Our Wild Times by Athena Aktipis
Give Me Space But Don't Go Far: My Unlikely Friendship with Anxiety by Haley Weaver
Learning to Disagree: The Surprising Path to Navigating Differences with Empathy and Respect by John Inazu
Liberated Love: Release Codependent Patterns and Create the Love You Desire by Mark Groves
Love Life: How to Raise Your Standards, Find Your Person, and Live Happily (No Matter What) by Matthew Hussey
Microskills: Small Actions, Big Impact by Adaira Landry
Other People's Words: Friendship, Loss, and the Conversations That Never End by Lissa Soep
Secure Relating: Holding Your Own in an Insecure World by Sue Marriott
Twentysomething Treatment: A Revolutionary Remedy for an Uncertain Age by Meg Jay
Undiplomatic: How My Attitude Created the Best Kind of Trouble by Deesha Dyer
Unstressable: A Practical Guide to Stress-Free Living by Mo Gawdat
Wealth Money Can't Buy: The 8 Hidden Habits to Live Your Richest Life by Robin Sharma
Why Do We Stay?: How My Toxic Relationship Can Help You Find Freedom by Stephanie Quayle

Biographies Being Published in April 2024

Age of Magical Overthinking: Notes on Modern Irrationality by Amanda Montell
Bones Worth Breaking: A Memoir by David Martinez
Facing the Unseen: The Struggle to Center Mental Health in Medicine by Damon Tweedy
Fi: A Memoir of My Son by Alexandra Fuller
French Ingredient: Making a Life in Paris One Lesson at a Time; A Memoir by Jane Bertch
House Restored: The Tragedies and Triumphs of Saving a New England Colonial by Lee McColgan
Learning to Think: A Memoir of Faith, Superstition, and the Courage to Ask Questions by Tracy King
Missing Persons: Or, My Grandmother's Secrets by Clair Wills
Mothers of the Mind: The Remarkable Women Who Shaped Virginia Woolf, Agatha Christie and Sylvia Plath by Rachel Trehewey
Never Leave the Dogs Behind: A Memoir by Brianna Madia
Rebel Rising: A Memoir by Rebel Wilson
Secret Lives of Booksellers and Librarians: Their Stories Are Better Than the Bestsellers by James Patterson
Sociopath: A Memoir by Patric Gagne
We Loved It All: A Memory of Life by Lydia Millet
Wives: A Memoir by Simone Gorrindo